INSTALLATION OF NARROW CONNECTICUT IMPACT ATTENUATION SYSTEM (NCIAS)

**NOTES**
- The Concrete Barrier Curb (24" x 32") End Treatment for NCias will be included in the
 porn: Precast Concrete Barrier Curb (24" x 32")
- Concrete And Reinforcing Steel Shall
  Conform To Specifications Set Forth
  Under The Item: Precast Concrete
  Barrier Curb (24" x 32")

**NOTE A**
- Optional End Treatment Made By Paving
  Precasting Of Barrier Curb Section
  In Fixed Sizes As Shown, With The
  Approval Of The Engineer

**NOTE B**
- Grid And Reinforcing Anchor Dowels
  Into Existing Barrier Curb
  Imbedment Depth Of Dowel Into Existing
  Barrier Curb Shall Be As Recommended By
  The Submitter, But Shall Not Be Less Than
  The Approved
  Chemical Adhesive.
  Chemical Adhesive Shall Be Selected
  From The Requirements Of Suborder NOS.07 - 15

**NOTE C**
- Concrete Banding Surface On Existing
  Barrier Curb Shall Be Maintained
  Smooth And Unbonded At All Cuts
  Prior To Placing Of Concrete For
  End Treatment.

---

**CONCRETE BARRIER CURB (24" X 32") END TREATMENT**

---

**STANDARD SHEET**

**CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION**

**NARROW CONNECTICUT IMPACT ATTENUATION SYSTEM**

**CONCRETE BARRIER CURB - END TREATMENT**

---

**SECTION B - B**

---

**SECTION A - A**

---

**ELEVATION**

---

**PLAN**